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TECHNICAL BRIEF 

Setting Up A Desktop Sharing Software on Teledyne LeCroy 

Oscilloscopes 

 

One convenient option for connecting to Teledyne LeCroy MAUI oscilloscopes remotely is through 

commercially available desktop-sharing tools. In addition to the ability to control the oscilloscope 

MAUI application remotely, this method also allows access the Windows OS.  

Before MAUI oscilloscopes could be accessed remotely, some initial configurations are required. First, 

minimize the oscilloscope application to enter Windows OS: 
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In the Windows environment, install third-party tools for desktop sharing. “RealVNC○R ” server is used 

below as an example, but other tools such as “TeamViewer○R ” or “AnyDesk○R ” could also be used. In 

some cases, you would need to work with your IT department to assign a proper IP address for the 

oscilloscope, and grant software necessary permissions.  

 

Some software will require license for certain commercial features, such as cross-platform connection 

which could be useful.  

When the software is installed, set it up for authentication via password. In below example, click on 

“configure”. 
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Enter a password for remote connection authentication. Basic setup is now complete on the 

oscilloscope end. 

 

Moving to the host PC that would be used for connecting to the oscilloscope remotely, the 

corresponding software client would need to be installed or accessed via web.   

The client, “VNC Viewer” in this case, will prompt to enter the IP address or password.  
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Now connection with the oscilloscope is established. You could access both the Windows Desktop 

environment and the MAUI application of the oscilloscope, to control them in real-time.  

 

 

For further technical inquiries, please contact Teledyne LeCroy Technical Support at 

support@teledynelecroy or (800)-553-2769.  
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